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Introduction

AS THE THOUGHT of selling your home in the near future crossed your 
mind? If so, it’s a good idea to review how your home might appear to a 

prospective buyer. It’s no secret that a well maintained, clean and appealing 
home has a far better chance of selling, at a higher price and more quickly, 
than a home that could do with some work and attention.

H

Keep in mind that first impressions always create lasting impressions. 
Nowhere is this more true than when it comes to buying a house! 

With the slowing pace of the property market 
these days, and fewer people buying, those 
wishing to sell their houses must make more 
effort to beat the competition. It's often no longer 
the case that buyers will accept poor décor and 
unmodernised kitchens; everything must be 
right. Whilst location will attract people to view in 
the first place, it is presentation which will help to 
turn interest into firm offers.

If you’re selling a house in a slow market you 
have two basic choices:

 Reduce the price

 Make your home more desirable

Of course, this doesn’t mean you need to embark 
on a major renovation project in order to sell your 
home. After all, there is no guarantee that you 
would be able to recoup the costs of a large and 
expensive project.

Instead, it is better to take a more conservative approach and look at the 
cosmetic improvements which can be made to create a better overall 
impression and make your home more desirable. Such improvements might 
include refinishing, painting, cleaning, etc. These projects do not require 
much of a financial outlay, but they can make a tremendous improvement to 
the overall look of your house.

Some people hire a “house doctor” or home-stager to fix up and redecorate 
the house for them. But their fees can be very expensive and then there’s the 
cost of the work itself to add to this. It can be an expensive business to do 
things that way. Save your money – with a bit of help from this guide and a 
little planning you could end up saving yourself a small fortune!
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Besides – despite the time, effort, and money 
involved in doing up your house for sale, it 
really is worth it. Good house staging can 
usually add 5-20% to the selling price. Of 
course you still need to be realistic about 
your sale price, especially in terms of what 
else is available in the area. But you can 
give yourself an advantage over the 
competition by offering a well-presented 
house.

Before you take on any projects, though, it’s 
important to remember that you are fixing 
up your home for the purpose of selling it. 
When making improvements, avoid anything 
which reflects your unique personality. This 
can limit your market, and a limited market 
means you will usually have to put up with a 
slower sale and probably a lower sales price.

Your goal should be to make the home as 
clean, attractive, well maintained and 
presentable as possible. Remember, the new 
owners are likely to want to remodel their 
new house to make it into their home – try to make it easy for them to imagine 
how they can do this.

In this guide, we will cover all the most important aspects of your property 
and discuss the ways in which you can get the most from your home’s sale 
without the need to spend a large amount of time or money.
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First impressions: outside your home

NE OF THE most important projects you can 
undertake when trying to sell your home is 

improving its “kerb appeal”.
O
Remember that the outside of your home is the 
first thing potential buyers will notice about it. If 
the outside is appealing, prospective buyers will 
want to view the interior as well. That is why it is 
important to begin working on the outside first.

Therefore, it is a good idea to begin smartening up 
your home on the exterior and then work your way 
to the inside of the home. Start by walking around 
the home and the garden to gain an idea of what 
needs to be improved. The items you notice can 
then be used as a checklist to be sure you are on 
the right track.

Tidy up

Begin by working your way around the property, picking up all the waste and 
refuse you find. After you have finished picking up and throwing away all of 
the rubbish, make another tour of the property and do away with any clutter 
that might be present. Clutter may include:

 Gardening tools

 Toys

 Bicycles

 Tools

Simply removing all of the clutter and refuse can make a huge difference to 
the exterior appearance of your home.

And don't just bung all the junk into the garden shed! Have a good tidy-out 
there, too. A well-ordered shed, with tools cleaned and neatly tidied away, will 
reinforce the impression you're creating of the perfect home. Conversely a 
dingy shack, with rusty, dirty tools shoved in any old how, can destroy the 
magic in seconds.

The same applies to your garage, if you have one. Now is a good time to chuck 
out anything that you know you're never going to use again, like old oil cans 
or worn car parts that have been replaced long ago! Clean up any oil patches 
– there are plenty of proprietary products available in DIY stores that you can 
use for this. Ensure that everything that can't be put away into cupboards is 
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arranged tidily – hang up tools or place them neatly on your workbench. Your 
aim should be to make it obvious that the garage is roomy enough to 
comfortably hold your car and all the other bits and pieces typically stored in 
the garage rather than in the house.

Trim the hedges

Hedges, shrubbery and other greenery around your home that has taken on 
an unkempt look can create an impression of neglect in prospective buyers’ 
minds.

Make an effort to keep the hedges, shrubs and bushes neatly trimmed and 
shaped to provide an overall impression that the entire property has been well 
maintained and cared for. For an additional touch, 
work to keep the shrubbery in line with all other 
greenery as well as outdoor decorations present on 
your property. This will create more of an appealing 
appearance from street level and create more 
interest as well.

A couple of hours should be all it takes to get the job 
done. This is an inexpensive task that you can handle 
yourself with a suitable pair of garden shears – or 
even secateurs, if only minor trimming is needed. 
However, if you simply do not have the time or the 
ability or even the inclination to handle the job, 
consider hiring a professional. The job will cost a few 
pounds an hour, depending on the season and the 
area where your home is, but it will be well worth 
this small investment in the end when your home is sold.

Good fences make good neighbours – 
and good sale prices

A poorly maintained fence is as suggestive of overall neglect as a poorly 
trimmed hedge. If the fences you’re responsible for maintaining are starting 
to look run down, it’s well worth spending the small amount of money needed 
to spruce them up a bit.

If you have panel fences, replace any panels where the individual laths have 
been broken so that there are holes. This is a cheap and straightforward 
repair, although you’ll need someone to help. Closeboard and interlap fencing 
can be even easier to repair, often requiring just a couple of nails and a 
hammer. Afterwards, treat the whole fence with preservative woodstain to 
freshen its appearance and help it last longer. (While you're at it, why not give 
the garden shed a freshen-up too?)
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Sleeping Beauty's 
Castle?

If your hedge has grown so 
large that it makes 

approaching your property 
difficult, it could well be time 

to consider taking it out 
altogether. Remember that 
shrubbery that is too large 

will make your home appear 
smaller – and can also create 

a safety hazard.



For a chain-link fence, take a few minutes to ensure that the straining wires 
are taut by adjusting the straining bolts or winding brackets, and make sure 
that each length of mesh is securely attached to the posts at each end.

Plant flowers

Flowers, particularly bright flowers, can go a long 
way towards livening up the exterior of your home 
in an easy and inexpensive manner. The flowers 
you plan need not be exotic or expensive. Even 
cheap, low-maintenance flowers such as the 
following will work well:

 Marigolds

 Petunias

 Zinnias

 Sweet William

 Cornflowers

Your local garden centre will be able to help you 
in choosing the best selections for your location. 
Keep in mind, though, that annuals tend to be less expensive than perennials 
and they will work just as well.

Try to mix a few bright colours such as yellow and pink to provide a cheerful 
appearance to the home. Plant your flowers in hanging baskets, in flower beds 
and under windows to create varying levels of warmth and depth.

Landscaping: mow the lawn

A well manicured lawn is a sign of a property that has been well cared for. 
When you are trying to sell your home the landscaping of the front as well as 
the back should look its very best.

Landscaping will add a huge 
contribution to the overall resale value 
of your property. In fact, homes with 
excellent landscaping tend to sell for 
5% higher than homes with inferior 
landscaping. Homes with poor 
landscaping can even sell for as much 
as 10% less. Obviously, this is a huge 
difference in the overall selling price of 
your home.
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The green, green grass of home...

If you notice any bald or bare patches in your 
lawn, take the extra step to purchase a bag of 
seed and fill the spots in. This can be 
particularly important if you have pets that dig.

After you fill in the dead spots, be sure to 
water the areas, especially after your pets go 
outside. Watering those areas will dilute the 
urine and prevent it from burning the grass.

Add a splash of colour to your 
garden!



So how much time and money should you dedicate to the landscaping of your 
property when trying to sell? Keep in mind that even a minimal amount of 
time and money will aid in selling your home as well as getting an increase in 
the sales price. Every effort you make will be worth it.

That said, you should not overdo it. 
Landscaping is not meant to be a selling 
feature, it is only something that will help in 
the appearance of your home. Your lawn 
should be mown regularly so that it is even 
and short. Take the time to keep it well 
weeded, and keep the edges neatly trimmed 
(first using a garden spade, or an edging 
tool if you have one, then shears to maintain 
the edge) to provide a superior finished 
touch.

Touch-up painting

Most homes are made of brick with wooden trim. Generally, wooden trim is 
located on porches, under roofs (barge boards) and windows. As time passes, 
the wood trim can become worn and the paint may become cracked and dull.

A bit of touch-up paint can give your home a fresh new look. Depending on the 
amount of trim you have, it should not take more than three hours to complete 
the task. In some cases, you may need to sand areas before you can paint 
them. Sanding will help the new paint to cure better than applying it directly 
to old paint ‒ especially if there was a cracked surface. A palm sander will 
work well for this project.

Make the front entrance beautiful

The front entrance to the home, including the porch, nearby windows and the 
front door itself, is tremendously important. Remember that this is where 
prospective buyers will pause first and be given the 
opportunity to gain a very close-up impression of 
your home. Therefore, you want to make sure it has 
tremendous appeal.

The door should be sharp in appearance. If 
necessary, give it a fresh coat of paint. Take the time 
to be certain that the hardware is polished or freshly 
painted. Other ideas on ways you can beautify the 
entrance include:

 Cleaning, polishing or replacing the letterbox

 Polishing the knocker and any other brasswork
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Anyone at home?

Be sure that the doorbell, if 
you have one, is working. A 
doorbell that doesn't work 

will plant the idea in buyers' 
minds that all sorts of other 
little maintenance jobs may 
have been neglected – and 

make them much more alert 
and critical on the rest of the 

viewing!

Make the most of your garden
‒ even if all you have is a rooftop



 Installing bright porch lights

 Providing a new welcome mat

Be sure your house number is visible

This can seem like a little matter; however, it can make a big difference when 
selling your home. Potential buyers must be able to find your home in order to 
consider buying it.

Be sure your house number (or name sign, if your house has a name rather 
than a number) is in good condition and matches your home. Is it still stylish? 
If not, replacing it is an easy and inexpensive matter that will make a huge 
difference in providing your home with a modern, updated look.

House names can be a great selling point, but only if they’re long established 
and reflect the house’s history or appearance – usually in village or rural 
environments. If your house is a relatively modern build in a street where all 
the houses are numbered, and you’ve added a house nameplate as a personal 
touch of your own, consider removing it.

Exterior cleaning

Next, take a look at the overall building and ask yourself the following 
questions:

 Are the windows clean?

 Are the exterior walls clean and the paint/rendering in good repair?

 Are the gutters clean?

 Are the inside corners (e.g. under eaves and windowsills) free from 
cobwebs and creepers?

 Is the path clean? Does it have a neatly defined edge? Are the gaps 
between the paving slabs free of grass and weeds?

Checking all of these items and putting them right can easily be done in a 
little time and will make a tremendous difference in selling your home.
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Inside your home: basic principles

FTER THE OUTSIDE of your home has been improved, it is time to move 
to the inside of the home. There are several projects you can tackle on 

the inside, without spending a lot of money or time, which will make a huge 
difference.

A

Some people suggest that it’s not worth redecorating the entire house just to 
sell it – just a good clean up will do. 
However, in some cases it may be 
absolutely essential to redecorate. 
Take a cost-benefit approach. How 
much effort and money will it take to 
put a fresh coat of paint on the walls? 
Even something simple like this could 
totally transform the impression the 
potential buyer has of the place.

The following tips will help to guide 
you through the process of sprucing up 
the inside of your home to make sure 
you realise its maximum potential 
when you sell it.

Make your house stand 
out...

In today’s market, most home buyers 
will view numerous homes. It is not at 
all uncommon for buyers to see at least 
a dozen homes, so it is important to 
make sure that your home is the one 
that will stand out in their minds.

There are good ways to make your home stand out and then there are bad 
ways. At all costs, you must avoid the bad ways of making your home stand 
out. Focus on the good ways instead.

Not all of your “improvements” need to be expensive either. Remember, we 
are talking about home staging here, not a major renovation project. 
Impressions can be made by simply placing an attractive cushion in the right 
place or other simple things. People often remember simple details, so add a 
few.

Consider this for a moment. If you saw five houses this week and another five 
next week, how much do you really think you would remember about each 
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Walk a mile in my shoes...

Try to put yourself in the buyer’s shoes. Many 
people have busy lives, whether with their 
careers or with their children. Our experience 
has shown that a place ready to move in has 
great buyer appeal.

Think about how you would feel. Would you 
prefer to move in to a nice home with clean 
fresh décor and where there weren’t any 
repairs needed, or pay less to move into a 
mess? Of course some people enjoy taking on 
repairs and other DIY projects, but by no means 
all do!

Research done by a leading British building 
society suggested that 80% of people don’t 
want to be bothered with having to fix the 
place up. In other words, if YOU don’t fix it up 
before sale, then you are effectively putting off 
four out of five buyers. That’s a scary thought 
in a buyer’s market.



house? The chances are that you would only remember one special little 
detail.

You can increase your chances of selling by taking the time to add those 
special little details that will make your home more memorable. Aim for 
adding something that is different and positive to set your home apart from all 
of the others prospective buyers will view.

...but be realistic...

As much as you want to maximise the selling potential of your home, it is 
important to be realistic and remember that you do not want to go so far that 
you have not only wasted your time but possibly overwhelmed prospective 
buyers.

If you go too far in your efforts, the house will begin to feel artificial. This 
should be avoided. You want your home to feel warm and inviting. It should 
feel like a home.

Buyers should feel as though they could move in there and then, not as if they 
are in a museum with signs saying “Do not touch the exhibits”.

...and do NOT make style statements!

While your current decorating style may suit you fine, this can be another 
matter when it comes to prospective buyers. If your home has a decorating 
style that is intended to make a statement, it can be a good idea to tone it 
down a little while your home is on the market. Things to remove might 
include:

 Unconventional colour schemes

 Controversial art

 Taxidermy

 Risqué sculptures

Timeless appeal

There can be a huge difference between a period property and an old house in 
the world of real estate. Just as there is a comparable difference between 
vintage clothing versus old clothing, there is a huge difference when it comes 
to homes.

Two 100-year-old homes are not necessarily the same. If your home has 
ageing paint and wallpaper, tired, sub-standard fixtures and fittings, and 
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original features that have been buried under subsequent “improvements”, 
then, sadly, what you have is an old house.

If, however, you have maintained your home with a 
good established look, kept everything fresh and 
restored or replaced fixtures and fittings 
sympathetically, you have a period property, which 
can be very appealing.

The importance of a survey

Generally, most home buyers will obtain a 
professional survey above and beyond any valuation 
survey their mortgage lender may require; however, if you as the vendor make 
an effort to do this ahead of time, you gain the ability to take care of any 
repairs before your home goes on the market. (At present, full surveys do not 
form part of the Home Information Packs which vendors in England and Wales 
have to provide by law.)

Depending on the type of home you have and the area you live in, you can 
typically expect to pay anything up to £500 for a survey; however, it can be 
well worth the cost. Your estate agent should be able to recommend several 
local surveyors.

Buyers are just as human as you

When selling your home it is important to remember that buyers are just as 
reluctant as most home owners to take on large projects. Generally, they want 
to move into the house they have bought and be happy with it as it is.

If your property is in need of work, it really is better to go ahead and tackle 
the projects before prospective buyers begin viewing the house. You always 
want buyers to see everything the house has to offer, not envisage everything 
that needs to be done to it. Projects might include:

 Removing old carpeting

 Replacing old, outdated wallpaper

 Repainting cracked or peeling paint

 Replacing cracked, broken or missing wall tiles

Keep in mind that with each change to a property that a prospective buyer 
sees they may have to make, the chances of selling at the desired price 
dwindles. Take the time to handle these projects to allay any such possible 
concerns.
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Don't lie about your 
age!

A modern build is a modern 
build. Don't try to turn it into 

a Victorian or Georgian 
house by adding replica 

“Olde Worlde” features – 
the mismatch will put off 

many viewers.



Inside your home: getting started

EARING ALL THE basic principles in mind, it's time to get started on 
staging the interior of your home so that it looks every bit as attractive as 

the exterior!
B

Create space

Clearing out excess furniture is a great way to start. Pieces of furniture that 
are too large for the room in which they are placed, or that crowd a room, 
should be removed. Place them in 
storage for your upcoming move, give 
them away or sell them. Work on 
clearing out excess accessories as well, 
including collections. When it comes to 
opening up a home, there really is 
nothing more effective than removing 
clutter. This is quite an easy way to 
give your home a more spacious 
appearance.

Surface space

Next on the list is to go through the 
house and clear all of the horizontal 
surfaces in the kitchen and bathrooms. 
Do not leave any knick-knacks, 
magazines or other items. Pack them or 
get rid of them.

Clean out your wardrobes

Buyers are always looking for a good amount of space to store their own 
things, so it's a good idea to straighten and clean out your wardrobes.

A good way to approach this is to take everything out of your wardrobes and 
put only half of it back. The remainder should be donated, sold or stored in 
another location away from the home.

A partially empty wardrobe looks far roomier than one that is crammed. 
Storage and space sell, so this is an important project to tackle.

This same guideline should also be applied to other storage areas, including 
kitchen cabinets. When the time comes to move, at least you will have had the 
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Size matters!

People are more likely to be willing to pay 
more for a house they perceive as spacious. 
Too much furniture or pieces that are too large 
for a room will make it seem crowded and 
cramped. But space-making doesn’t end with 
this. You can also use optical illusions to make 
your house seem larger.

Using pale colours can create the illusion of 
space, as can good lighting and strategically 
placed mirrors.

The same house could look cramped and dingy 
or light, fresh and airy. The buyer is most likely 
to prefer the latter option – so don’t miss out 
on any of these simple tricks to make the 
rooms look larger.



opportunity to sort through your stuff and get rid of many things that you will 
no longer need to transport.

Light things up!

Prospective buyers look for two things in a home: 
light and space. So while it is quite all right to 
have a home that is somewhat on the darker side, 
if the entire house is dark there could be a big 
problem.

When prospective buyers view your home, make 
sure you open curtains and blinds, turn on all the 
lights and even add lighting in rooms which might 
be darker. You can also actually suggest sunlight 
in rooms by adding flowers and other touches. 
This can be helpful during the winter months or 
simply on days when Mother Nature is not that 
helpful in providing natural light.

Decorating

Today, the world of property sales is becoming amazingly sophisticated. The 
idea of staging a home for sale has transformed the property market. The 
good news is that it does not take a large amount of money to produce an 
effective result. It simply involves improving the current surroundings.

Begin by looking through your home through the eyes of a prospective buyer. 
Pretend you have never seen your home before.

The classic appeal of magnolia

Bright, bold colours have become very popular today; 
however, they can be a problem when you are selling 
your home. This is because you and your buyer may 
not share the same tastes in colours.

The good news is that paint is a relatively 
inexpensive and easy way to provide your home with 
a fresh new look.

When selling your home, it is important to stick with 
neutral colours. White, cream and beige may seem 
somewhat boring; however, they can make it much 
easier to sell your home. Light colours also reflect 
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Light is important – make sure 
you get as much of it as you can

It's OK to steal
– sometimes!

If you're stuck for inspiration 
for those special touches 

that round off the 
appearance of your home, 
why not take tips from the 

professionals? Home 
improvement magazines are 

a great source of ideas!



more light than darker colours and as a result can make rooms appear larger; 
a huge selling point.

However, you’d be well advised to avoid brilliant white – which can look cold 
and unappealing – unless you’re selling at the height of summer.

Wallpaper: if it doesn’t stick, remove it

If your home has peeling wallpaper it should be immediately removed and 
replaced with a fresh coat of paint.

This is particularly important in bathrooms 
and children’s rooms. In the bathroom, 
remove the wallpaper and paint the walls a 
pleasing neutral shade. For kids’ rooms, 
choose colours that are as neutral as 
possible as well.

This will allow buyers to see the home for 
itself, not your decorating style. It also 
enables them to imagine how their own 
belongings will look in the home.

The importance of cleanliness

The importance of cleanliness cannot be stressed enough. When people look 
to buy a home, they are generally more observant than they would normally 
be, to the point of finickiness. You never want to lose a sale simply because of 
something small.

So, it is a good idea to go over your home with not only a fine tooth comb but 
a white glove as well to be sure it is really spick-and-span. Pay close attention 
to areas such as:

 Cobwebs

 Dust

 Rubbish

 Grime

Baby safe

If families with babies or young children are part of your potential market it is 
imperative that you ask yourself whether you would feel comfortable putting 
your own child on the floor to crawl around.
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Keep kids' rooms reasonably neutral



To make sure your home can meet any concerns young families might have, 
first be sure it is absolutely clean:

 Do the floors look clean enough to eat off?

 Do the carpets look and smell fresh?

 Are the walls free of grime?

Looking at your carpet

If you have carpet, it’s a good idea to have it shampooed in order to remove 
any smells or stains that might exist. If shampooing it doesn’t do the trick, you 
may need to get rid of it altogether.

If your only alternative is to get rid of the carpet, it may be wise to think of 
using wood or laminates instead of simply replacing the carpet. Both wood 
and laminates are much better selling features. They make your home appear 
more spacious and buyers in today’s market tend to prefer them. In addition, 
they are easier to keep clean.

Something in the air?

Your home should always smell pleasant. Unfortunately, over time we tend to 
become accustomed to smells in our home. To help combat this problem, have 
a non-pet owning, non-smoking friend come over to give your home the sniff 
test. By the time you come to sell the house, there should be no noticeable 
odours. Work on getting rid of smells such as:

 Cigarette smoke

 Pet odours

 Stale food smells

Smells can make a tremendous impact on prospective buyers when they first 
enter a home. Avoid trying to mask any unpleasant smells by adding artificial 
scents such as spray air fresheners or plug-in room deodorants, however, as 
more and more people are exhibiting allergies – and fragrances that you find 
pleasant may not go down well with others. Besides, it’s quite likely that the 
prospective buyer will guess that you’re simply trying to mask an unpleasant 
smell!

The best way to rid your home of odours is not to cover them up. Instead, 
remove them by:

 Scrubbing the entire house

 Replacing old carpeting
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 Smoking outdoors

 Cleaning the air vents

Cigarette smoke

Cigarette smoke is the last thing you would want a prospective buyer to 
associate with your home. This goes far beyond the smell, however, which can 
be quite offensive to many buyers. The look of ashtrays, even clean ones, as 
well as tar stains on ceilings, cupboards and walls can also be unappealing.

It is important to take sufficient action so that your home will appear as 
though it has never been smoked in. Ideally, there should be no evidence to 
alert buyers to your habit.

Take the time to store ashtrays out of sight, clean the walls, ceilings and any 
other places that could retain vestiges of cigarette smoke. Cover or replace 
any carpets, upholstery or fabrics that have burn holes.

If you feel you must smoke, do so outside – but make sure you do not leave any 
stray cigarette ends behind.

Fresh flowers

Fresh flowers can give your home a bright, 
clean and healthy look without spending a lot 
of money. One way to handle this is to add a 
professional arrangement of flowers to your 
home while it is on the market. If you would 
rather spend the money on something else, 
however, you can always choose a few less 
expensive flowers and arrange them 
yourself.

Ideas for affordable, fresh cut flowers 
include:

 Carnations

 Daffodils

 Irises

 Gladioli

 Freesias

You might consider having the colours of the flowers match the season as well 
as the room.
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Flowers –
an attractive accent for any room



For example, in the spring, there is a good opportunity to use pinks and 
purples while summer is great for reds and bright yellows. In the autumn, 
consider pale yellows and oranges. When winter rolls around, opt for anything 
bright and cheerful.

Open up the windows

If the weather is mild enough outside, opening up the windows can be a great 
way to bring in fresh air and get rid of any smells that you might not have 
even noticed. Do be careful about the temperatures when opening the 
windows, however. If you make the rooms in your home too cool or too hot, 
prospective buyers may feel uncomfortable and will not become as attached to 
the home. Even worse, they may feel as though the home would be difficult to 
keep warm or cool.
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Inside your home: room by room

LTHOUGH EACH ROOM will have its own special requirements, there 
should be three primary goals in each of them:A

1. Remove any personal items (photos, posters, trophies, items from the 
fridge doors, etc.).

2. Clear out high traffic areas by removing excess furnishing and 
belongings.

3. Highlight the primary features in each room such as French windows, 
fireplaces, etc.

There are two rooms in your home which should be attended to before any of 
the others: the bathroom and above all the kitchen.

The kitchen

The kitchen is generally the single most scrutinised room of the house, so this 
should be your first priority. This does not mean undertaking a complete or 
expensive remodelling. Property experts concur that remodelling your kitchen 
is not always cost-effective when you plan to sell.

All the same, there are some great 
small things you can do in terms of 
minor improvements and generally 
sprucing things up that will provide 
a great impact on both the speed of 
sale and the sale price of your home.

The kitchen sink

There are several little tasks that 
you can handle in and around the 
kitchen sink that will make quite a 
bit of difference but which are easy 
and inexpensive.

For example, you should make sure 
there are no leaks. Take the time now to be absolutely sure there are no leaks 
and you will not have any surprises later on when prospective buyers are 
visiting.

It is also a good idea to remove any stains from the sink itself as well as 
surrounding areas. Make sure the sink and taps shine. This can be as effective 
as replacing them.
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An island can be a great addition
to a larger kitchen...



Kitchen appliances

Even if you do not plan to leave your kitchen appliances behind, you should be 
sure they are well cleaned and shine like new. This includes providing a 
thorough cleaning of the:

 Refrigerator

 Cooker

 Dishwasher

 Toaster

 Microwave

 Kettle

 Washing machine

 Tumble drier

This is particularly true for any appliance you will be leaving behind, but in 
any case giving everything a thorough cleaning will provide an overall 
impression of a well-maintained, hygienic and friendly kitchen.

Dirty appliances make prospective buyers feel as though the rest of the house 
is dirty as well. Even if everything is immaculate except for one small thing, 
that one little bit of grime could be enough to change the entire impression 
the buyer has of the home.

Kitchen cupboards and cabinets

Provided your cupboards and cabinets are in good condition, there is no need 
to spend a lot of money on replacing them. To give them a bit of a facelift, you 
can simply make sure they are clean and well kept. This can be done by:

 Replacing out of date, old hardware

 Laying down fresh, white shelf paper

 Wiping down cupboards to eliminate smudges or fingerprints

 Applying a fresh coat of paint on cupboards that cannot be wiped clean

Kitchen surfaces

There should be no clutter in your kitchen whatsoever. If there is anything in 
your kitchen that is not absolutely necessary, it should be removed. Clear 
away any floor obstruction, clean out the cabinets and clear off the table and 
worktops. This will open up your kitchen and provide a much cleaner and even 
more spacious appearance.
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...but even a small kitchen will benefit from a little
care and attention



In today’s market, buyers want large kitchens. They’re looking for room for 
their own belongings as well as room in which to move around. If you can’t 
show that your kitchen has that, they will look for a home that does.

Your kitchen and paint

A simple coat of fresh paint can rejuvenate your entire kitchen. With a fresh 
coat of paint applied to the ceiling, walls and woodwork, you can literally take 
years off the appearance of your kitchen and make it look much cleaner.

Focus on using neutral colours that will make your kitchen look cleaner and 
larger.

The centre island

If you want your kitchen to have a custom look and you have enough room to 
work in, consider connecting two or three stock base cabinets and overlaying 
them with new worktop to create an island. Allow room on one side for bar 
stools.

Introduce flair with mouldings

If your cabinets are on the plain side, consider using 
mouldings to give them a more luxurious look. 
Picture or regular panel moulding can redefine doors 
and drawers that are flat. You might also consider 
adding elaborate crown moulding where your 
cabinets meet the ceiling to create an appearance 
that is elegant and classic.

Make a splash with a splashback

Inexpensive glass mosaics, natural slate, porcelain tile or even a faux paint 
finish can be used to create a splashback that is both unique and custom.

Light things up

Adding lighting to your kitchen will increase the appeal as well as the 
appearance of size and overall brightness. Lights can be added almost 
anywhere in a kitchen. Possible ideas include:

 Above cabinets

 Under cabinets

 From the walls

 From the ceiling
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Door to door...

If your cabinets are a 
standard size, you can easily 

achieve the effect of a 
brand-new fitted kitchen - 

simply by replacing the 
doors, or even just the 

handles!



Dress up the windows

There are many different window treatments that can be added to add to the 
appeal of your kitchen.

Venetian blinds and Roman blinds are both great ways to add style while 
keeping out the glare of the sun.

If your kitchen has more of a country style, consider adding lace curtains or 
some other type of fabric curtains to provide a warm and pleasant 
appearance.

The bathroom

Any effort you can make in the bathroom (or bathrooms, 
if you're lucky enough to have more than one) will add 
value to your home. Before you immediately spring into 
action on a project, however, it is a good idea to take a 
good look at potential problems and issues that might 
exist.

Remember that bathrooms can be somewhat tricky. 
Much as you want to maximise the appeal of the 
bathroom, and even though this room is a major selling 
point, you also do not want to invest a lot of money in a 
project that simply will not pay off when you sell. 
Instead, it is important to focus on simple cosmetic 
improvements rather than overhauls and renovations.

Bathroom fixtures

Take a long, hard look at your bathroom fixtures before 
you go to work on them. Ask yourself these questions:

 Are the fixtures cracked, damaged or leaky?

 Are they stained or dirty?

 Are they outdated?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then it can be a good idea to 
consider taking one of the following courses of action:

 Replace or repair seals or fixtures that are cracked, damaged or leaky.

 Avoid replacing fixtures with expensive options. Instead, select fixtures 
that are attractive enough to enhance the bathroom but are not 
obviously lavish or otherwise ostentatious.

 Use a quality bathroom cleaner to lift any stains, grime or limescale.
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Avoid clutter in the 
bathroom – and don't 
forget to put the lid 

down!



Bathroom moisture

Moisture is certainly an inherent part of any bathroom and it can be a real 
hassle when it comes to creating a grimy appearance 
as well as encouraging the growth of mildew. Take a 
look around your bathroom and ask yourself the 
following questions:

 Are there any visible water stains on any 
surfaces?

 Are any of the finishes damaged by moisture?

 Is there any mould growth anywhere?

 Is any of the paint blistering or peeling?

 Is any of the grout cracked or chipped, or any of the mastic peeling?

 Are there any surfaces that are warped, swollen or rotten?

If you've answered yes to any of these questions, 
then review the following courses of action to deal 
with these issues.

 Find out whether the moisture is coming 
from plumbing leaks, building leaks or high 
levels of dampness. Fix the cause if at all 
possible.

 Repair or replace parts of the bathroom that 
are damaged or deteriorating.

 Remove any visible growth of mould using a 
quality cleaning product designed for that 
specific purpose.

 When possible, keep the window open to 
increase ventilation and release excess 
humidity.

 Repair or replace grout and mastic.

Plumbing and electrical in the bathroom

To make certain the electricity and the plumbing are up to date in the 
bathroom, ask the following questions:

 Do the pipes make a “hammering” noise when the taps are turned on?

 Is the water pressure unsatisfactory?
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Know where your 
towel is?

Buy some fluffy new towels 
– they can be used as props 

while you’re selling your 
home and you can take 

them with you when you 
leave!

The bathroom should be spotless!



 Does the sink/bath/shower empty slowly?

 Are there any unusual smells or noises in the drains?

 Is the lighting sufficient?

 Is the wiring adequate and safe?

If you find you are faced with any of the issues listed above, you may want to 
choose one of the following methods to improve the situation:

 Install water pipes with a larger diameter. This will allow better flow.

 Be sure your drainage system is vented sufficiently and that proper 
traps are installed.

 Unblock drains so that waste water runs off more freely.

 Have an electrician inspect the wiring. Upgrade to latest safety 
standards where necessary.

 Update the lighting so it is adequate.

Keeping it clean and neat

When a prospective buyer views your bathroom it 
should always be gleaming clean as well as tidy. This 
includes the toilet, sink, walls, mats, floor, shelving, 
mirrors, bathtub and shower. Be sure that any shelf 
space is clear so that it looks as large as possible. De-
personalise the space so that buyers can imagine 
how their own items will fit into it.

The hallway

After the bathrooms and kitchen, the hallway can be the most influential space 
in the home when it comes to creating lasting first impressions. Remember, 
you don't get a second chance to create a first impression – and most buyers 
make up their minds about the place within 10 seconds of walking through the 
door. 

This is typically the first area inside the home that a prospective buyer will 
see, so it can be helpful to add a fresh coat of paint to the door and/or walls.

Be sure the floors are extremely clean as well, to give an appearance that is 
fresh and sanitary.

Also make sure there is plenty of light in the hallway. Keep all the lights on 
and open up any existing curtains or blinds to maximise light. The brighter the 
hall appears, the more appealing the home will be.
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Think bubbles!

Remove all clutter and 
personal items, especially 

medication. Nice soap and a 
couple of expensive bottles, 
say of bubble bath, can look 

inviting.



Bedrooms

Bedrooms also come under close 
scrutiny, so they should always be 
presentable. The beds should be 
made and look as though they are in 
a hotel. Give each bedroom a good 
airing every morning.

The entire space should be free of 
clutter and personal items. This will 
create a space that looks larger, as 
well as allowing buyers to imagine 
their own belongings there. Be sure 
the wardrobes are tidy and 
organised.

Living room and dining room

Both of these areas should be clear with only enough furniture in them to 
create a welcoming feel. Remove any extra furniture.

If you have an attractive, 
presentable dining table, then by all 
means show it to best advantage. 
But avoid the temptation of 
displaying all your best tableware by 
setting the table as if for a dinner 
party; you're selling a house, not a 
restaurant! Far better to keep it 
simple and elegant with a new 
runner (which of course you can 
take with you). 

On the other hand, if your table is 
showing signs of wear and tear, a 
freshly laundered and ironed 
tablecloth is a good way to cover up 
any dents and scratches.

It's a nice touch to place some kind of centrepiece in the middle of the dining 
table. But make sure you keep it in proportion. A grand candelabra (if you 
have such a thing) will make a small room and table look all the smaller, and 
may even end up making them look silly – the very last thing you want. As 
elsewhere in the house, fresh cut flowers are a reliable way of making the 
room look attractive and inviting.
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Keep your bedrooms clean, tidy and well aired!

“Simple and elegant” should be your watchword
in the dining room



For the living room, do what you can 
to remove the obvious signs of it 
being lived in before each viewing. 
Tidy away anything you've been 
using as soon as you've finished with 
it (and if there are children in the 
house, make sure they do the same). 

In addition, remove any excess 
photographs, knick-knacks and other 
personal items so that there are no 
more than two or three on any given 
item of furniture. On the other hand, 
if you have a coffee table, one or two 
suitable books with attractive covers 
will make the room look more pleasant.

All areas should be dust-free.
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A tidy living room is easy on the viewer's eye



Final touches

O NOW YOU have an idea of what should be expected overall, and you've 
worked your way through the house, inside and out. Well done!S

To finish, here are some final tips to provide your home with that extra special 
touch which will set you and your home on the road to a successful sale.

Windows

Take the time to clean your windows until they 
sparkle. Remember, clean windows make for more 
light. Remove any paint splatters using a razor 
blade.

A mixture of ammonia and water will work 
wonders for creating shiny windows. If you can’t 
get hold of ammonia, methylated spirit is a good 
alternative. And don't forget to have the window-
cleaner do the outside of your windows on a 
regular basis – every time he does his round.

Spotless floors

Your floors must be spotless. Carpets and rugs 
should be vacuumed and shampooed. Floors with 
a polished surface (wood, laminate, stone, tiles, 
vinyl) should be absolutely gleaming. Wash your 
floors until you can see your reflection and then 
add a new mat at the front door.

Cut down on coats and umbrellas

Too many umbrellas and coats in the hallway can make it look cluttered. 
Remove extra items here, keeping only one per family member. If they can be 
tidied away under the stairs or into a cupboard, so much the better.

Keep things simple

When it comes to the walls, too many pictures can make a space feel crowded 
and small. Hang either just one large picture or a grouping of smaller pictures 
(but not too many – no more than four at the absolute most).
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Sparkling windows improve the 
exterior appearance of your house

– and let in more light



Install brighter bulbs

Higher wattage bulbs will provide additional illumination, resulting in rooms 
appearing larger. If you haven't already switched to low-energy bulbs, now 
would be a good time to do it – you can achieve much more illumination for 
less power, and impress prospective buyers with your green credentials too.

By using these tips you can ready your home
for a fast and profitable sale!
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